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ABSTRACTHELSINKI SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS 
AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Business Economics: Master's Thesis in International Business February 20,1998
Marjo Komi

INSURANCE BROKING INDUSTRY IN FINLAND:
A Case Study of Value Adding Possibilities in Insurance Broking

Objectives

The main objective of this study was to create a model of development, which 
shows the present situation in the Finnish insurance broking industry and helps to 
assess steps to more developed view of insurance broking. As the business is new 
and trying to shape a new way of action, it is very important to assess the present 
situation and then evaluate if the insurance brokers are important intermediaries 
and are come to stay.

Data of the Study

The data of the theoretical part was based on literature on insurance industry, 
service business and professional business services. Also the risk management 
and international perspective of insurance was studied. The data of the empirical 
part consisted of interviews and use of a personnel questionnaire. Also the different 
reports, articles and corporate documents were used.

Methodology

In order to examine the Finnish insurance broking industry, a qualitative case study 
approach was chosen for the present study. For the purpose of the study, 25 
insurance broking companies were selected. All these 25 companies were sent a 
questionnaire and 4 interviews were conducted. The results of the empirical 
research were analyzed and summarized.

Results

The personnel questionnaire was well accomplished in companies and response 
rate of 65% was high. The empirical study revealed that the created model of 
development responded to reality. A Finnish insurance broker has to develop more 
to a consultant and do reassesment from the objectives and actions.
The interview data revealed surprisingly, that customers did not know what an 
insurance broker really does. Thus, the insurance brokers have a great challenge to 
market themselves to customers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Study

Insurance as an economic phenomenon is of tremendous importance. In 

recent decedes economist have come to understand that a lot of economic 

activity is coloured at least partly by an insurance objective. In markets as 

far apart as financial markets and labour markets, it is a acknowledged 

that insurance plays a major role. Within this broad category of insurance, 

the actual insurance markets play an important role. It can be argued that 

without well functioning insurance markets a lot of economic activity would 

not exist, and thus the importance of insurance markets (usually only a few 

percentage points of GDP in any given country, insurance centres apart) 

stretches wide over the actual market borders (Toivanen 1994).

This study of insurance broking is of utmost importance, because of the 

newness of the industry in Finland. Finnish companies and individuals 

have traditionally handled their insurance business directly with insurance 

companies, not through insurance intermediaries. However, insurance 

brokers are widely used in international business among multinational 

companies.

In the last few years the use of insurance brokers has increased due to 

companies' internationalization processes. The insurance broker's role as 

an insurance expert will not weaken because of customers continual 

request for high-quality service and price and product advantage. Today's 

broking firms face a competitive market and the insurance brokers have to 

show additional benefits to customers and above all give a reason for 

customers to return. Insurance brokers have to do product development in 

order to survive, grow and teach market to request their services.
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1.2 Problem Setting and Objectives of the Study

This study will describe and analyze the insurance brokers in the Finnish 

insurance business. The business is new and trying to shape a new way of 

action in the whole industry. Insurance brokers do not have principles 

ready. The clients, insurance companies and even the supervising 

authority do not know how to react to this new interest group.

The main question this study aims to answer is:

How the Finnish insurance broking business can add value to its 

services ?

The main objective of this study is to create a “model of development” 

which shows the present situation and helps to assess steps to more 

developed view of insurance broking in Finland. In a changing market, 

redifining offer of the broking services to customers can make the 

difference.

In order to attain the objective of the research work there is need to obtain 

more specific information from the present situation in the broking 

business and why one particular service industry, namely the Finnish 

insurance industry, has not used brokers intensively. This way it can be 

discovered if the insurance brokers are important intermediaries and are 

come to stay.

As insurance broking takes place mainly in international business the 

brokers' importance in global business is emphasized. The aim of this 

research work is also to clarify the brokers' tasks in risk management, 

which is an essential part of companies operations.
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1.3 Limitations to the Study

This study is limited to Finnish insurance broking companies which are 

officially registered and authorized by the Ministry of Social Affairs and 

Health (sosiaali- ja terveysministeriö). Companies of all sizes are included 

to the study.

Furthermore, the empirical analysis is trying to chart the present situation 

in the insurance broking business. This way the possible problems and 

areas that need special attention can be defined.

The study does not present the service offerings of studied broking 

companies which may vary a lot. At the heart of many Finnish broking 

companies is desire to compete by adding value to its services, but the 

difficulty is often how to do it profitably.

The study is limited to insurance brokers only and thus leave other 

personnel of insurance broking companies out of examination. This 

limitation may affect the generalizability of the research results concerning 

the efficiency of the Finnish broking companies.
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1.4 Concept Definitions

Insurance A contract in which one party (the insurer) for the payment (the 

premium) undertakes to indemnify the other party (the insured) to the 

extent of a stated amount, if a specific event that is contrary to the 

interests of the insured should happen.

Insurance Broker An insurance intermediary registered with the Ministry 

of Social Affairs and Health. Acts on behalf of the insured and offers 

professional skills in advising on and arranging their insurances. May also 

in the performance of some functions be deemed the insurer's agent.

Liability Legal responsibility for injury to another person or damage to his 

property.

Reinsurance Insuring the insurer, by transferring part or all of a risk to 

another insurer (the reinsurer). It does not affect the rights or obligations of 

the insured.

Risk The subject-matter of insurance. The probability of loss. Causes of 
loss covered by a policy.

Underwriter An individual who determines whether to accept insurance 

and, if so, on what terms.
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1.5 Classification of Previous Research

Inspite of the growth and internationalization of insurance broking not 

much research has been made about insurance brokers. The biggest 

reason for the lack of the research material here in Finland is the newness 

of the industry. Hence, no academic studies and only few books are 

available on Finnish insurance broking business in general.

However, insurance brokers are widely used in international business 

among multinational companies. In the last few years the use of insurance 

brokers has increased rapidly due to companies' internationalization 

prosesses. Thus the main studies are concentrated in the home countries 

of broker giants: the U.S.A and England.

The insurance business as a whole has not developed the fruitful ground 

between theoretical and empirical research which is usually found e.g. in 

finance. This is mainly because information about premiums is usually 

available only from the advertising material of the insurance companies. 

These are however, gross premiums which include a loading to cover 

administrative expenses, gross premiums and possibly commission to a 

broker. Information about the premium calculation principle actually used 

by a company is hard to obtain, although in some countries this 

information is in principle available from the department supervising and 

regulating the insurance branch. This will however be the case only for 

insurance offered to the public. Insurance contracts between insurance 

companies e.g. reinsurance contracts are treated as strictly confidential by 

practically all insurers. (Borch 1990,175-176)

The existence of insurance makes firms and individuals more willing to 

engage in risky behavior, including taking the risk of investing in real
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economic opportunities. Of course, restrictions which raise the cost of 

insurance firms are bound to have some negative effect on aggregate 

investment since they usually will raise the cost of bearing risk to 

entrepreneurs. It is usually expected that the demand for pure insurance is 

relatively inelastic with respect to cost, so the deleterious effect on 

investment may be small, (see e.g. Wasow 1986,133)

Insurance broking, as any economic exchange can also be viewed as 

entailing two transactions: the provision of a good or service and the 

payment flow for the good or service. It is important to keep in mind the 

two-sided character of an economic exchange, especially in relation to the 

balance of payments where the provision of a service is recorded in the 

current account and the corresponding payment or financing flow in the 

capital account. In common with other service transactions, an insurance 

transaction is deemed to take place when the service is actually provided. 

That part of the insurance service which relates to the provision of cover 

entails measurement problems. This is because the provision of cover 

spans a period of time, e.g. the length of the policy contract. (Dickson 

1986)

From the beginning of 1994 the Finnish Intermediaries' Act (Laki 

vakuutuksenvälittäjistä) came into force and the Finnish insurance 

intermediaries were subjected to regulation for the first time. Most of the 

Finnish literature available is focused on explaining the law and have 

important meaning for this study. Sundström (1994) has concentrated in 

his book on the principals of insurance broking and especially focused on 

explaining the Finnish insurance broking industry.

The author has not encountered any studies apart from Sundström (1994) 

that would especially focus on Finnish insurance broking business. The 

most valuable source of information have been the numerous articles
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concentrating on the development of the broking business. All this 

supports the importance of this study. By charting the present situation in 

the market it is easier to address appropriate actions which need to be 

taken in order to manage the future in the best possible way.

Insurance broking can be seen as a professional service and thus the 

examination of professional service business assists to define principles in 

insurance broking industry. According to various authors (see e.g Kotier & 

Bloom, Ahrnell & Nicou 1990, Gummersson 1987, Sipilä 1996) the 

knowledge of professional services can be very helpful in many industries 

and e.g marketing has been ignored by many professional service 

companies.

1.6 Structure of the Study

The study is organized as follows. Chapter one has provided an 

introduction to the research field. This chapter also presented a conceptual 

discussion and a brief overview of previous research. Chapter two 

includes the theoretical framework based on previous literature and the 

choice of the theoretical domain. In Chapter three the methodology of the 

study is presented. Furthermore, chapter four presents the empirical study 

of insurance broking. Finally, chapter five presents the conclusions and the 

managerial implications of the study. Also valuation of the validity and 

reliability are discussed in this final chapter. Figure 1 describes the 

structure of the study.
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Figure 1. Structure of the Study

Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION TO THE TOPIC

Chapter 2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
• Insurance Industry
• Service Business
• Professional Service
• Marketing
• Globalization
• Risk Management

Chapter 3 METHODOLOGY

Chapter 4 EMPIRICAL STUDY
• Insurance Broking
• Case Method
• Future

Chapter 5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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2. INSURANCE AND SERVICE BUSINESS

2.1 The Insurance Industry

Borch (1990, 1-2) has quated Adam Smith in his Wealth of Nations book 

from year 1776. Adam writes that the insurance

“premium must be sufficient to compensate the common losses, 
pay the expense of management, and afford such a profit as might 
have been drawn from an equal capital employed in any common 
trade.”

These words quated above show that more than 200 years ago Adam 

Smith had a very good insight into the essentials of insurance. Of cource, 

it also shows the importance of insurance to the whole society.

In all industrial countries insurance is an important sector of the economy. 

Indemnification for loss permits individuals to be restored to their former 

financial position after a loss occurs. In other words, they can maintain 

their economic security. Of course, there is always the other side, the cost 

of doing business. Insurers consume scarce economic resources; land, 

labor, and capital in proving insurances. According to Rejda (1995, 32) an 

expense loading must be added to the pure premium to cover the 

expenses incurred by companies. An expense loading Rejda (ibid.) 
defines:

“the amount needed to pay all expenses including commissions, 
general administrative expenses, taxes, acquisition expenses, and 
the allowance for contingencies and profit. ”

Usually a market involves just two parties: buyers and sellers. The 

insurance market is unusual because it has three major players, namely:
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the sellers (insurance companies agents and brokers), the buyers 

(individuals and companies) and the regulators. (Dorfman 1994,104)

The Finnish insurance market can be characterized as oligopolistic 

because it is dominated by only a few firms. These firms are regulated by 

governmental institution (Ministry for Social Affairs and Health) and they 

exercise almost complete dominance over their domestic market. The 

liberalization that have accompanied by economic integration forced 

Finnish insurance companies to consider the strengths that help them to 

maintain the current position on the domestic market. (Niskanen 1991)

The Finnish insurance companies all provide similar insurance products. 

The homogeneity of the products that companies provide is due to the 

regulation and obvious lack of substituting competition on the domestic 

market. The marketing strategies are also comparable and none of the 

companies have a distinct competitive advantage over the others.

The insurance market is characterised by cyclical fluctuations. Good and 
bad periods reflect the existing companies behavior in the market 

according to the prevailing situation. The good performance of some 

insurers attiacts others to the market but, this over reaction is turned into a 

down fall followed by withdrawals.
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2.1.1 Government Supervision

Often asked question in the insurance industry is whether the regulation is 

necessary. Borch (1990,363) has studied what an insurance company will 

do in the absence of any regulation and found out, that if the company 

primarily is interested in making a quick profit, some regulation may be 

necessary.

According to Rejda (1995,580) insurers are regulated by the government 

for several reasons, including the following:

• Maintain insurer solvency

• Compensate for inadequate consumer knowledge

• Ensure reasonable rates

• Make insurance available

Insurer solvency is an important issue because premiums are often paid in 

advance but the period of protection extends into the future. Moreover, 

individuals and companies can be exposed to great economic insecurity if 

insurers fail and claims are not pa«d. Moreover, insurance contracts are 

technical, legal documents that often contain complex clauses. Without 

good information, consumers cannot select the best insurance product and 

thus regulation is also necessary to ensure reasonable rates and make 

insurance available to all persons who need it. (Rejda 1995,580-581)

Even though there is a considerable formal similarity between the 

calculation of insurance premiums and estimating the values of security 

prices in a stock market. There are however, important differences 

between insurance and investment in the stock market. In insurance the 

relevant probabilities are well known. This is particularly the case in life 

insurance where analysis of mortality statistics are well developed making
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the predictions easier. In general insurance claim records from the past 

have a considerable predictive power when it comes to make forecasts of 

claims in the near future. It is important to note that usually there exists 

also a high degree of consensus among insurers over these forecasts. 

(Borch 1990)

There is great abundance of statistical information about stock markets. 

The quated price is not exactly the price at which one can buy a share in 

the market, primarily since the broker will add his commission. (Ibid.)

2.2 Service Business Characteristics

The characteristics of services no doubt have its impact on insurance 

broking business. The literature in this field contains a wide range of 

suggestions for differences between goods and services (see e.g. Onkvisit 

& Shaw 1991, Ethier & Horn 1991, Kotler et al. 1996, Lovelock 1981 ).

The American Marketing Association's definition of services states as 

follows: (Cowell 1988, 22-23)

“Services are those separately identifiable, essentially intangible 
activities which provide want-satisfaction, and that are not 
necessarily tied to the sale of a product or another service. To 
produce a sen/ice may or may not require the use of tangible 
goods. However, when such use is required, there is no transfer of 
title to these tangible goods.”

Based on service marketing literature, following aspects unique to services 

can be found, (see e.q Kotler 1993, Miettilä & Möller 1990, Lovelock 1981)
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• Intangibility - services require no or only a small proportion of 

intermediate inputs of goods.

• Inseparability - a service cannot be separated from their providers, 

whether the providers are people or machines.

• Variability - the quality of services depends on who provides them, as 

well as, where and how they are provided.

• Perishability - the producer and the consumer must meet physically for 

the service to be provided. Services cannot be stored for later sale or 

use.

• Lack of ownership - the service consumer has access to the service for 
a limited time.

Although services are heterogeneous, the customer participates as a 

productive resource and does not simply receive the service. According to 

Kotier (1993) important variable is the extent of customer contact required 

in the delivery of the product because in high contact services it is difficult 
to control product variability.

According to Walker (1985) what all services have in common is that they 

offer expertise “structured information and technical knowledge, relating to 

the manipulation of either information or materials” required to support 

other economic activities. Such expertise whose value is depended upon 

the wider division of labour into specialist tasks, may take the form, of 

knowledge and experience of financial markets, technical or managerial 

support to production etc.
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Services are also becoming more widely dispersed and decentralized and 

the need for interorganizational cooperation and coordination has 

increased. However, emphasis must be placed on interorganizational 

coordination at the retail level of distribution, because many services are 

produced at the local level and do not involve the kind of extensive vertical 

networks found in the marketing of tangible commodities. Attention must 

therefore be concentrated on developing combinations of the marketing 

elements like e.g facilitating services, assortments, promotion and the like. 

(Stern & Reve 1980,599)

One classification is between services that are primarily equipment based 

and those that are people based. Professional business services are in the 

latter category with skilled employees. (Thomas 1978)

2.2.1 Professional Service Defination

Professional business services (PBS) can be viewed as a subsector of the 

service sector. PSBs are services used mainly by other firms in the 

production process of these firms.

The information revolution brought increased specialization of service 

sector particularly in technologically advanced economies.Services that 

were previously produced within the firm are now acquired from specialists 

outside (Porter 1990). Different professional business firms have 

expanded rapidly due to this “outhouse" use of service inputs.

There is no commonly accepted definition of a professional and a 

professional service. Gummesson (1987) has defined the term 

professional as:
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‘The professionals involved have a common identity as, e.g. 

management consultants or lawers and such professionals 

are regulated by transitions and cods or ethics”

Aharoni (1993b) has used in his book Arkell & Harrison's (1987) definition 

of professional services:

“the provision of intellectual or specialized skills on a personal, 

direct basis, based on extensive educational training. The 

definition is not static, and occupations over time can rise to a 

professional status.”

Schmenner (1986,24) has classified services by using two service 

categories: degree of labour intensity and, degree of interaction and 

customization. Labor intensity is defined as the ratio of the labor cost 

incurred to the value of the plant and equipment. Degree of interaction and 

customization is defined as the degree to which customers interact with 

the service process and the degree to which the service is customized for 

the consumers.

Earlier services were believed to be non-tradable. Since they could be 

- supplied only if the producer and consumer were in close proximity.

Today, due to new information technologies time and space have lost 

meaning and enabled most services to be produced and consumed 

separately, (see e.g Aharoni 1993a, Teare 1990)

Gummesson (1987,90) presents that service has to fulfill following criteria 

in order to be called professional service:

• Staff members have to be professional and, willing to consult the 

customer and concentrate on solving client's problems
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• Service has to be the task which is assigned to the consultant by the 
client

• Consultant has to be independent from other suppliers of goods and 

services

2.2.2 Characteristics of Professional Service Firm

Only few researchers have focused on the specific characteristics of the 

professional business services. Instead, many research works on services 

examine all services as belonging to one category and ignoring the 
differences.

According to Aharoni (1993b,8) the major characteristics of professional 

business services are, first, that they are highly skill or knowledge 

intensive and the scale is achieved by having a large number of partners 

or highly skilled participants. Two additional characteristics are the degree 

of customization of the service and the intensity of customer-provider 

interaction (Maister 1993). The reputation of the company, which is based 

on the availability of the professionals, is also the major strategic asset of 

the company.

Professional service business involves a high degree of customization. 

This often means solving specific problems of the client rather than selling 

a predifined solution. Moreover, the professionals have to overcome the 

resistance of the client's organization, who feel that the professional 

service firm is attempting to do their job. (see e.g Lowendahl 1992, Maister 

1993, Schmenner 1986)
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2.3 Marketing of Professional Business Services

Service industry have typically lagged behind industrial firms in adopting 

different marketing concepts. This is rapidly changing. According to Kotier 

(1993,459) there are several reasons why many service businesses are 

small and do not use formal marketing techniques. Secondly, many 

service businesses have formerly believed that it was unprofessional to 

use marketing. Finally, some service businesses, like hospitals, have 

faced overdemand and thus saw no need for marketing. (Maister 1993)

In service marketing relationships and interactions arising from direct 

contact between the customer and the service provider are key 

phenomena. These so called face-to-face contacts are necessary in order 

to produce and deliver the service or part of ii.The direct contacts between 

the customer and an employee of the service firm are referred to as the 

“service encounters” or “moments of truth' (see e.g. Carlzon 1987, 

Petersen 1988). These moments of truth refer to the customer's 

interaction with a member of staff.

A professional service firm which has a full workload may not feel 

spontaneously the need for marketing. There is no direct need to go out 

and acquire new customers. However, marketing and marketing strategy 

considerations are always significant: which services should we offer the 

market, which types of client shall we aim at (segmentation), what should 

our price level be, shall the firm prepare for growth, start up international 

operations or join another professional firm ? These questions are a part of 

marketing as analyses of the market, marketing planning and organization. 

All these problems need constant or at least periodical consideration and 

when the firm is in trouble it is too late to start wonder because the options 

within the available time scale are too few. (Lovelock 1981,127)
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Lovelock (1981, 127-131) has listed some propositions on the marketing of

professional services;

• It is necessary to actively market professional services. It is dangerous 

to believe that a good service will sell itself.

• The client's need is the basis of successful selling.

• The salesman starts by identifying the needs of the prospect and goes 

to make clear if his firm is the right one to satisfy the need.

• A large number of activities are available to the professional service 

marketer.

• Marketing mix is a combination of various means and activities. One 

classification is the 4P's: product (the professional service), price(the 

professional's fee), promotion (ways of communication), and place 

(where the service can be offered).

• The cheapest way to get assignments is through inquiries. The most 

costly way is to use personal sales calls.

• In order to get the prospects to make inquiries, the professional service 

firm must be in its particular market segment. For instances, by actively 

building the image of the firm the probability of inquiries is enhanced.

• Marketing tasks are performed by all who have client contact. But often 

the professionals do not realize this and do an inferior marketing job.
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• Professional services are produced in close contact with the client and 

the client prefers to negotiate the assignent with someone who is going 

to carry out the job.

• Marketing requires time and money and therefore it is essential to 

decide upon an adequate budget for marketing activities.

• A professional is expected to solve problems. Ideas may be alien to the 

client. Therefore, solutions must be sold in a way that the client gets a 

fair chance to evaluate professionals merits.

2.3.1 Marketing of Services

Historically, financial services organizations including the insurance sector, 

have been disinclined to adopt the marketing concept and have criticized 

for being largely “product led’ (see e.g. Lewis 1984). In the 1990s have, 

however, seen a number of changes in the business environment which 
have impacted upon the role of marketing.

There are many arguments found in the services marketing literature (e.g. 

Lovelock 1981, Wilson 1988, Onkvisit & Shaw 1991) according to which 

the marketing of services and goods is not uniquely different, but a 

different management approach may, however, be needed in the 

marketing of services. Three aspects can be identified in order to sepárete 

the strategic options and strategy making in the sen/ice sector companies 

from those of the manufactoring sector, namely:

• Since services are mostly intangible, the design management function 

and outward strategy making of service companies becomes more 
complicated.
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• Since services are not stored but are consumed as they are produced, 

planning based on a quantitative production ideology becomes difficult.

• Since direct customer contact is almost always inevitable, customer 

contacts constitute one of the key functions of the company and thus 

strategy making.

Furthermore, on the basis of the different nature and characteristics of 

service businesses and taking into consideration also their international 

aspect (see e.g. Thomas 1978, Grönroos 1991, Grönroos 1990, Lovelock 

1981, Lehtinen 1985, Linkola & Riittinen-Saarno 1993) it has been argued 

that service firms must choose from fewer options in the case of a foreign 

market entry because the actual exporting of services is impossible.

2.3.2 The Marketing Process

According to Moorman (1987, 171) the marketing process of insurance 

broking can be divided into five steps in the following way:

1. The selection of the market position

2. The presentation of the broker to his clients and potential clients

3. The selling process

4. Delivery

5. After- sales service

The first step in this marketing process is a very important one. By 

choosing the market position the broker creates the basis for other 

activities. The broker defines clients and the part of the market in which it
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will concentrate and base Its expertise and uniqueness. (Moorman 1987, 
171)

The broker presentation to the client includes the development of the 

desired broker's image. The most important task is to match the market 

selected with the company image (Ibid). Currently, most of the brokers use 

advertising because of the hard competition both in domestic and 

international markets.

The third part of marketing process involves the actual sales operation. 

The rate of success usually depends on the client group. Brokers in 

general, are accused of ineffective selling due to a lack of skilled 

marketing. It has been estimated that an approach to a client would have 

2-3% success rate at the industrial market level (Moorman 1987, 172- 

173).

According to Moorman (1987,173) delivery of broking services consists of 

many different parts. It is a question of how the service is presented and 

can either enhance or damage the client relationship. Analyzing the 

client's insurance needs or handling insurance policies on time are forms 

of this delivery process.

The value of brokers' after sales services is greater than what is generally 

assumed. The handling of insurance policy changes and claims is usually 

the part of insurance that clients need the most help with (Ibid.) Another 

part of after sales services provided by brokers is valuable technical 

advice.

It is however, essential that the marketing function is spread throughout 

the service company. The whole organization has to be supportive to 

marketing.
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2.3.3 Managing Service Quality

The key is to meet or exceed the target customers' service-quality 

expectations. The customers expectations are formed by their past 

experiences, word of mouth and service firm advertising. The customers 

choose providers on this basis and after receiving the service, they 

compare the perceived service with the expected service. If the perceived 

service falls below the expected service customers loose interest in the 

provider. If the perceived service meets or exceeds their expectations they 

are apt to use the service provider again. (Kotier 1993, 463, see also 

Garvin 1984, Mueller & Bedwell 1993, Fisk 1981)

In the service marketing literature, usually the two quality dimensions are 

illustrated (see e.g Grönroos 1985,5). The technical quality equals what 

the customer gets, for instance, an insurance. Normally, this quality 

dimension is well recognized in industrial firms. The second dimension is 

the functional quality, i.e., how the total relation between the two parties 

involved is perceived by the customer (see figure 2). According to Ericsson 

& Kahn (1987) service companies compete usually in functional quality 

and from the customer point of view the functional quality is the most 
important factor.

It is very important, how the seller is able to adapt technical solutions to 

the concrete needs and desires of a customer. Also the relations and 

interactions between involved people have a substantial impact on the 

level of the functional quality. Functional quality depends on the various 

production, logistic, administrative and economic systems and perceived 

by those persons in the customer company who get in contact with the 

system. (Grönroos 1985)
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Figure 2. Customer-oriented and Service-oriented Quality Model

TOTAL QUALITY

TECHNICAL QUALITY FUNCTIONAL QUALITY
What ? How ?

• The technical solution concerning • Customer adaption of the technical

hardware and software components e.g. solution 

an insurance

• Interactions between people

• Adaption of systems

• Physical / technical resources

Adapted from Grönroos 1985,6

It is very important to identify customer needs and expectations about the 

service in order to design services which match with target customers' 

wants in way of service quality. First, it is easier to evaluate the customer 

satisfaction with the technical quality by presenting a question !!ke; Did 

the service company fix the car ? In order to evaluate the functional 

quality a question could be following; Did you get friendly service ? It is 

harder to evaluate the level of satisfaction with the way customers were 

dealt with by the professionals involved during the course of the 

transaction.
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2.3.4 Managing Productivity

Many service firms are under pressure to increase productivity. In many 

cases service businesses are highly labor intensive. According to Kotier 

(1993, 467-468) there are several approaches to improve service 

productivity:

• service providers have to work harder or more skillfully

• increase the quantity of service by surrending some quality

• industrialize the service

• reduce or make obsolete the need for a service by inventing a product 
solution

• design a more effective service

• present customers with incentives to substitute their own labor for 
company labor

Companies have to avoid pushing productivity so hard that it reduces 

perceived quality. But on the other hand, some productivity increases, 

like for instances, standardizing quality increases customer satisfaction. 

(Ibid.)

2.4 Globalization of Insurance Broking

Conventionally, broking is based on personal relationships. According to 

Forrest (1991,23-24) clients have sometimes made their decision to buy 

insurance based on their feelings towards brokers rather than putting the 

emphasis on the insurance product or the insurer. This conservative, 

local broking has been changed by global broking. Forrest (Ibid.) defines 
this global broking as,
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“ the capacity to deliver, on demand, a complete line of 

broking services and technical resources to a consistent 

standard anywhere in the world.”

The development of technology has made worldwide information transfer 

possible, but still a new way of thinking and organizational structures are 

needed to meet the requirements of global broking. (Ibid.)

Indeed, one of the significant reasons towards global broking has been 

the demand of clients; firms were led into a multinational route in order to 

best serve their important multinational clients.

Both insurers and brokerages are changing their merger and acquisition 

strategies to fit their individual needs rather than simply building empires 

across the world. One of the new strategies will be that small brokerages, 
be ingreasingly absorbed by large international companies. Moreover, 

giving the growing feeling within the global insurance broking sector that 

the market only has room for four leading players may engage in 

consolidation moves shortly. (Vakuutus Eurooppa 31.05.1996)

2.4.1 Factors Affecting Brokers' Globalization

A main factor contributing to brokers' globalization is the globalization of 

clients and insurers. Mainly, it has been the larger broking companies 

that have grown through mergers and acquisitions creating an era of the 

international “mega-brokei”. However, this adjustment process to 

globalization has not been an especially rapid one. (Forrest 1991,23-24)
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Another factor contributing to the globalization process is the recent 

success of brokers. It is very difficult to raise revenues continuously, so 

the big brokers of the world will have to continue their geographical 

expansion.

The insurance broking business has also expanded to the former Soviet 

Region due to clients demands to get global broking services. In some 

cases, the huge international broking companies are utilizing the Finnish 

know-how of the Eastern market areas (Sundström 1994, 26) This is, of 

course, a considerable opportunity for Finnish insurance brokers. On the 

other hand, successful exploitation of these future opportunities will only 

be achieved by those who have the know-how of Eastern markets.

Reinsurance activities have always been international business, only a 

part of insurance need is covered domestically. Huge national risks are 

covered by capacities of several countries. Brokers put primary insurers 

and reinsurers in touch with each other. In addition to intermediary role 

they represent expertise. It is often necessary to use a broker, especially 

when placing big risks. A broker divides the risk and offers it to different 

companies around the world. Sometimes a broker can underwrite 

business directly on reinsurer's account. But it is good to remember that 

a broker does not carry any financial responsibility on the business 

written. (Nordman 1985, 46-47)

Keeping up with new technology is of vital importance for a broker 

because today it is not enough to operate only as an intermediary but as 

an expert. Globalization of the insurance market requires newly 

developed network services, but this enables brokers to provide better 

quality service to clients.
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Insurance brokerage firms are small in Finland compared to international 

giants. Table 1 and 2 illustrate the big difference of these companies.

The three biggest international insurance brokerages have all over 10 

000 employees. Furthermore, all these insurance broker giants are global 

offering e.g. insurance broking, risk management, pensions consulting 

and reinsurance services.

Table 2 shows that many of the biggest insurance brokerage companies 

in Finland are subsidiaries of the biggest insurance brokers in the world.

AON, for example, has over 36 000 employees in 500 offices situated in 

80 countries. The company forms one of the most powerful networks in 

the world, with specialized companies which can participate in solutions 

to particulary complex problems. AON's headquarters are in Chicago. 

AON Holdings Scandinavia A/S is the parent company for all the AON 

companies in the Nordic region. AON in Scandinavia has offices in 

Copenhagen, Aarhus, Stockholm, Gothenburg, Vaxjo, Oslo and Helsinki 

and 250 people are employed. (Aon www pages)
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Table 1. The Biggest Insurance Brokers in the World (1996)

' Turnover USD Employees
Marsh & McLennan 5 455 500 000 36 900
AON 3 963 000 000 33 000

Sedgwick 1 498 068 000 15 392

Willis Corroon 1 131 000 000 9116

Arthur J Gallagher 456 679 000 3939

Jardine Lloyd Thompson 379 860 000 3500
Acordia 343 860 000 3600
C.E.Heath 233 851 000 2706

Gras Savoye 226 968 000 1793
Lambert Fenchurch 225 269 000 2571

Source: Interbrokers Oy

Table 2. The Biggest Insurance Broker Companies in Finland on 

31.12.1996

Commission and fees received from

insurers and principles in total (MFIM)

Aon Finland 5,16

Interbrokers 4,73

Oy Lowndes Lambert Finland Ltd 3,08

Interbrokers Life Oy * 2,96

Trafford Oy 2,52

Minet Firstbrokers Oy 2,00

Finib Oy 1,91

Unibro Sijoituspalvelut Oy 1,69

Helsingin Vakuutuspalvelu Oy 1,52

Sedgwick Oy 1,49

* from the beginning of 1997 merging with Interbrokers Oy

Source: Kauppalehti 17.11.1997
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2.5 Risk Management

“Risk is the spice of life, but its burdens are heavy”

Anonymous

No explanation of the insurance broking could complete without 

reference to risk management. According to Hamilton risk is the danger 

that a random event will affect negatively the possibility of attaining the 

desired goal (Hamilton 1988,10) There is no single definition of risk, but 

traditionally many researchers have defined risk as uncertainty 

concerning the occurance of a loss. Risks can also be categorized into 

several groups. Laurila (1981) divides the risk concept into dynamic risks 

and static risks. Dynamic risks include technical risks, social risks, 

economic risks and political risks. Contrary to static risks a possibility of a 

profit or a loss is a typical outcome of dynamic risks. Dynamic risks are 

not transferrable outside the company. Static risks or damages can be 

divided into personal risks, technical risks, risks related to criminal activity 

and environment. Damages can be transferred outside the company with 

insurances but they do not bring economic profits if they materialize. 

(Laurila 1981,4-26)

According to Rejda (1995,17) the basic categories of risk include the

• pure and speculative risks

• fundamental and particular risks

A pure risk is a risk where there are only the possibilities of loss or no 

loss. A speculative risk is a risk either profit or loss is possible. A 

fundamental is that pure risk affects the entire economy or large number 

of persons within the economy, such as inflation or war. A particular risk
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affects only the individual and not the entire community or country.

(Rejda 1995,17)

Nowadays, liability risks are extremely important because there is no 

maximum upper limit on the amount of loss and if person has to pay 

damages, future income and assets can be attached to pay an 

unsatisfied judgement. (Ibid.)

BUBA (1988, 20) suggests following risk management techniques:

• Risk evalution: analyze all the risks to which a client will be exposed 

(in insurance usually divided into property, earnings, and liability 

threats) and measure the possible effect on the client.

• Risk control: implement methods of prevention, such as the separation 

of high fire risk areas by fire resisting walls, and train staff to ensure 

that, in the event of accident, action is taken to limit its spread.

• Risk financing / transfer: arrange to meet losses so that the client is 

able to cope with the financial concequences of such losses. The 

following methods can be used: the inclusion of funds in normal 

budget operations to meet smaller losses; the creation of special funds 

to pay for losses as they occur; the use of insurance, credit and 

government grants.

Rejda (1995,14) has divided methods of handling risk to five major 

methods; avoidance, retention, non-insurance transfers ( e.g. transfer of 

risk by contracts), loss control and insurance. For most individuals and 

families insurance is the most important technique for handling risk.
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There are very few methods for total risk elimination. The formation of 

totally unthreatened and secure state with moderate costs is rarely 

possible. The reduction of risks on the contrary is possible with most 

types of risk. Various types of preventive measures reduce the probability 

or extensiveness of risk, although the total elimination would not 

succeed. (Laurila 1981,60-72)

According to Laurila (1981) the methods of risk management can be 

shown as a surface, a part of which can be eliminated and the remainig 

part can be reduced. For the remaining part a decision has to be made 

which risks are held on own account - so called risk retention. The rest 

are transferred for others to bear, (see figure 3)

Figure 3. Risk Surface

RISKS TO BE ELIMINATED

Source: Adapted from Laurila 1981,66
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Risk retention can be consequence of unawareness of a risk or 

ignorance of the loss elements caused by the risk factors. On the other 

hand this procedure can be aware, rational risk taking in order to make 

profit. If a company or an individual can assimilate the possible losses of 

its operations, then it is a case of self-insurance. The economic unit has 

to be big enough to be able to even the cost of damage within certain 

period to approximately same level as the average cost of risk or 

expected loss, (see e.g. Laurila 1981)

There are some requirements that must be fullfilled before a pure risk can 

be privately insured. Also, not all risks are insurable. According to 

researchers (see e.g Rejda 1995) requirements of an insurable risk are:

• a large number of exposure units

• loss must be accidental and unintentional

• loss must be determinable and measurable

• loss should not be catastrophic

• chance of loss must be calculable

• the premium must be economically feasible

The first requirement means that there should be a large group of roughly 

similar units that are subject to the same group of perils. The purpose is 

to enable the insurer to predict loss based on the law of large numbers. A 

second requirement means that if an individual person deliberately 

causes a loss, the person should not be indemnified for the loss at all. A 

third requirement means that the loss must be definite as to cause, time, 

place and amount. In some cases these requirements can be met easily 

(e.g. life insurance) and in some cases the requirements are not so easily 

met. The four requirement is that the loss should not be catastrophic. 

Insurers wish to avoid all catastrophic losses like floods, hurricanes and 

earthquakes. Change of loss must also be calculable. This requirement is
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important so that a proper premium can be charged. A final requirement 

is that the premium must be economically feasible. This means that the 

insurance has to be an attractive purchase and the premiums paid must 

be substantially less than the face value or amount of the policy. (Rejda 

1995, 23-25)

Taking care of client's risk management demands a lot of broker's time.

A broker needs to know client's activities and risks to be able to define a 

efficient program. One of the main tasks of a broker in risk management 

is to make sure that the coverage provided by the insurance policy is 

sufficient enough. However, the goal is by decreasing the client costs 

and losses to improve the company's financial performance (Vihavainen 

1991,19).

Connected with risk management is also the concept of the “captive 

company”. This idea is almost entirely limited to very large companies 

with an adequate spread of risk. The captive is a subsidiary formed by 

the parent company primarily to transact in-house insurance. It has to be 

managed separately as an ordinary, unconnected insurer would be. One 

of its main advantages is that of having assess to the reinsurance market 

for covering losses above those which the parent group can properly 

contain within its own resources. (BllBA 1988,20)

Many researchers have also pointed out (see e.g. Graham & Wiener 

1995) efforts to reduce risk can turn out increase other risks. The 

phenomenon is called “risk tradeoff and means that many efforts to 

combat a target risk can unintentionally foster increases in so called 

“countervailing risks?. These countervailing risks are also known e.g. by 

the term “side effects in medicine and “unintended consequences “ in 

public policy.
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2.6 Theoretical Framework for the Study

As pointed out in chapter 1.2, the main objective of this study is to create 

a “model of development" which shows the present situation in the 

Finnish insurance broking industry and helps to assess steps to more 

developed view of insurance broking.

The theoretical discussion in chapter two has helped to define a model 

representing the ’’model of development’ of insurance broking. It has 

been very important to examine the insurance industry and service 

business characteristics in order tobe able to see the shortcomings in the 
present literature.

The theoretical discussion in previous chapters of marketing of services 
and marketing of insurance broking business has pointed out the 

importance of using broker's market knowledge and contact to obtain the 

best quote from the insurer. The discussion has also pointed out the 

shortcomings of marketing in broking industry.

Globalization of insurance broking has revealed the competitive market 

that finns face and a continual quest for product and price advantage. 

Companies can no longer rely on the well-worn oath of success and 

customers need to be given a reason to return.

The theoretical framework for this study represents a situation where a 

company first has the traditional view of insurance broking. The 

traditional role of the insurance broker is purchasing insurance and 

advising on general loss control. Thus, the company has very narrow 

product viewpoint (usually only the pure broking business).
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On the next stage, the marketing is used efficiently. The broker uses his 

market knowledge and contact to obtain the cheapest quote from the 

insurer. The customer is now looking for professional, objective advice in 

order to evaluate potential liabilities arising e.g. from the business.

Product definitions support means product development, supply and 

management issues. Finally, when product definitions support is added 

to marketing orientation of broking, the result is developed / mature view 

of insurance broking. The final stage means that a broker has 

transformed into a consultant. In a changing market, also the 

clients'worries are changing. Nowadays the liability problems are instead 

of traditional loss control the primary concern.
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Figure 4. The Theoretical Framework for the Study

TRADITIONAL VIEW OF INSURANCE BROKING
• Purchasing insurance and advising on general loss control

• Product orientation

Narrow Product Viewpoint 
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Conditions

MARKETING ORIENTATION OF INSURANCE BROKING
• Using broker's market knowledge and contact to obtain the cheapest quote from the insurer 

More Advanced Product Viewpoint 

Tariff
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Service

Quality

Communication

+ PRODUCT DEFINITIONS SUPPORT

Product Development 

Supply

= DEVELOPED / MATURE VIEW OF INSURANCE BROKING

• Consultant Role

Sales Management 
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Actions
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3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Case Study Approach

This is a qualitative and explanatory research of the use of insurance 

brokers in the Finnish insurance business. Furthermore, this is a case 

study of Finnish broking business. The main purpose of the empirical part 

of the study is to examine the value adding elements of the insurance 

broking business.

According to Eisenhardt (1989, 534) case study is a research method 

which focuses on understanding the dynamics present within single 

settings. Therefore, the choice of a case study method seems natural, as 

the present study emphasizes the value adding elements of insurance 
broking.

Case studies can be used to provide an understanding of phenomena 

that already exists in the literature, or in the discovery of a new 

phenomenon. In this research the author is not attempting for the 

discovery of new phenomena. Instead here, the case-study methodology 

is chosen because it will provide possibilities for obtaining detailed 

information about the subject matter within its historical and real-life 

contexts, the aim thus being to provide a “fuller contextual sense of the 

phenomenon under studÿ' (see e.g. Miles 1979)

According to Yin (1989,13) case studies are preferred when research 

question are how and why nature. Furthermore, the strength of a case 

study is its ability to deal with a full variety of evidence like e.g. 

documents, articles, interviews and observations. One of the drawbacks 

is tha small number of cases that can be studied at the same time. The
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domestic insurance broking industry is characteristically oligarchic, 

dominated by a few actors. The possibilities to increase the number of 

cases in the particular industry is limited and the choice is to concentrate 

on insurance broking companies or groupings, which have the widest 

experience on insurance broking. However, the study and thus the views 

presented in this study are somewhat limited by the fact that no personal 

contacts with any international broking company have been made by the 

researcher. This was mainly due to the time and financial limitations, and 

also to the attempt to keep better control over the empirical material by 

interviewing only the representatives of Finnish companies.

In addition to interviews research data was collected in a postal survey, 

using a questionnaire. The sample consisted of 25 insurance broking 

firms in Finland and the response rate was 68 per cent.

Data collection was carried out mostly by studying different reports, 

articles and other material related to the case companies.

Nature of Interviews

In addition to written material, recorded semi-structured interviews are 

also utilized. The interviews in this study follow the draft according to the 

constructed model. The discussions are carried out in a very open 

manner and thus interviewees have the possibility to lead the discussion 

on areas they are best acquainted with. This kind of open interview is 

suitable in following situations: (Hirsjärvi & Hurme 1980, 45-46)

1. When the experiences of different interviewees vary greatly
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2. When the interview concerns past experiences which may be difficult 

to remember

3. When the interviewer wants to emphasize aspects poorly recognized 

by the interviewees

4. When there are only few interviewees, but still a vast amount of 

information needs to be collected

5. When the subject under discussion is very delicate

3.2 Data Collection

The general purpose of the study is to acquire more knowledge of the 

Finnish insurance broking business. The topic area was found through 

reading the insurance literature consisting of professional articles and 

service marketing literature. After choosing the topic area the researcher 

started to collect existing knowledge about insurance broking business. 

Finally, the researcher ended up by narrowing the perspective to value 

adding orientation of the broking business. Strauss and Corbin (1990,37) 

confirm that the initial research question stans out broadly, then it 

becomes progressively narrowed and more focused during the research 

process as concepts and their relationships are discovered to be relevant 

or irrelevant. The research question tells what to focus on.

The sample consists of individual interviews. The length of each interview 

was usually an hour. Each interview was started by an open question, at 

which point the interviewees were able to raise whatever opinions first 

came into their minds.
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The secondary data was comprised of the material provided by the 

selected companies including in-house newspapers, information letters, 

customer journals and different statistics and reports. The secondary 

data served the purpose of background information.

3.2.1 Choice of the Case Study Companies

The insurance broking branch was chosen because there are only a few 

service studies carried out in the entire industry and, on the other hand, 

insurance broking firms have a short history under the new legislation. 

There are no studies conducted of the value adding orientation of 

insurance broking business.

The expertise that does exist in Finland is carried of those insurance 

brokers and corporate risk managers that have usually acquired their 
expertise by working many years in insurance companies both in Finland 

and abroad. Many of these insurance brokers are independent 

entrepreneurs and have acquired their knowledge from practical 

experience.

The questionnaire was sended to 25 companies selected from the list 

held by the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health. All the studied 

intermediaries represent small, medium or large entities in the instance 

broking branch in Finland. For practical reasons interviews were 

conducted in the area of Helsinki and Espoo. The questionnarairies were 

mainly sent to outside of Helsinki metropolitan area.

Eisenhardt (1989) underlines that cases should be chosen for theoretical, 

not statistical reasons. Initially, objective of the case selection in this 

study was to find as good representatives as possible from the point of
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view of the phenomenon in question. In other words, an effort was made 

to choose the cases which would represent more or less opposite 

situations and polar types.

The following criteria were used when suitable interview companies were 

selected:

• company is a traditional insurance broking company in the sense that 

it is concentrating mainly to the insurance broking

• company is located in the Helsinki metropolitan area

• company is officially registered

• company has its own special character which makes it an interesting 

case from researchers point of view

The interview companies represent average cases and all sizes of 

entities in their branch in Finland.

Insurance Broker Company A

The company was established in 1992 and is one of the market leaders 

in Finland. The turnover in 1996 was FIM 7,7 million and the number of 

personnel was at the same time 18. The company has offices in Helsinki 

and Turku.

Insurance Broker Company В

The company В was established in 1988 and has 5 employees. The 

company has one office in Helsinki and have in total almost 50 years 

experience to provide local insurance services in Finland.
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Insurance Broker Company C

The company В was registered in 1995 and at the end of 1997 had four 

registered insurance brokers and three other staff working. The company 

is registered in Helsinki and has right to mediate life-insurance and non

life insurance premiums and indemnities.

3.3 Data Analysis and Quality

The researcher had to rely on various data sources when trying to find 

the typical characteristics of the Finnish insurance broking business. 

Mainly interviews, questionnâmes, informal and formal discussions and 

different in-house material of broking companies were used. The 

possibility of using multiple data sources can also be seen as one of the 

strengths of the case-study method, (see e.g. Eisenhardt 1989, Yin 1989)

The questionnaire was grouped as explained earlier in the connection 

with the open questions. Average values of the last ten question were 

calculated. Even if the sample is far too small for any statistical analysis, 

the data earns its place well as complementary information.

The problem with case studies is the fact that data analysis is one of the 

least developed and worst documented elements in them (Miles 1979,

Yin 1989)

According to Miles & Huberman (1984) qualitative data analysis consists 

of three procedures:

1. Data reduction- the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, 

abstracting and transforming the raw data.
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2. Data display- an organized assemply of information that permits 

conclusion drawing and action taking.

3. Conclusion drawing/vertification - what things mean, noting 

regularities, patterns, explanations, possible configurations, causal 

flows, and propositions.

These steps do not follow in sequence but are partly overlapping and 

almost impossible to separare from one another. Qualitative data 

analysis is thus a continuous process and the researcher of this study 

has made an attempt to take this into account.
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4. INSURANCE BROKING INDUSTRY

This chapter four will focus on explaining the operating environment of 

the Finnish insurance broking firms. It is essential to get acquainted with 

the operating environment in order to draw conclusions and assess how 

the insurance broking business can add value to its transactions.

4.1 Defining Insurance Broker

The European Council has defined an insurance broker as (Golding 

1980,213):

Persons who, acting with complete freedom as to their 

choice of undertaking, bringing together, with a view to the 

insurance or reinsurance of risks, persons seeking insurance 

or reinsurance carry out the work preparatory to the 

conclusion of contracts of insurance or reinsurance and 

where appropriate, assist in the administration or 

performance of such contracts, in particular in the case of 

loss, damage, or injury.

Defining a typical broker seems to be difficult because of their great 

variation in size, clients, services and marketing. According to British 

Insurance & Investment Brokers'Association (BUBA) the most common 

features that best characterize all brokers are expertise and high 

commitment (Vihavainen 1991,3)

A broker is a person authorized to act for another person. The person on 

whose behalf the agent acts is called the principal. The broker's principal
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is the applicant. The Finnish Intermediaries' Act defines several duties 

brokers owe their principals. Among these are the duty of loyalty (brokers 

must not further their own interest at their principal's expense), and the 

duty to obey instructions. The broker has also the duty to inform the 

principal of all relevant information and to keep a proper account of all 

money or other assets. (Laki vakuutuksenvälittäjistä)

An insurance broker needs an extremely wide knowledge about the 

insurance industry. It can be said that broker's know-how has to be even 

wider than an insurance company's employees, because the broker has 

to understand both the clients' needs and the variety of insurance 

products. A general phenomenon especially among smaller brokers has 

been specialization into certain insurances due to great amount of 

information needed of both sides of the market.

The statistics of the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health for insurance 

brokers (see Appendix 1) were compiled on the basis of the business 

reports sent by these insurance brokers to the Ministry. In 1994 only four 

companies were entered in the register of insurance brokers, ¡n 1995 20 

companies and one independent insurance broker and in 1996 4 

companies more (STM:n monisteita 1997). It can be said that the number 

of companies working on insurance broking business and the number of 

those employed by them increase yearly, but rather slowly.

At present 31 companies and 84 natural persons have been entered in 

the register of insurance brokers kept by the Ministry. In 1994-97 only 5 

companies were removed from the register at their own reguest. (STM:n 

monisteita 1997, 3)
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Table 3. Insurance Brokers in Finland (1997)

Turnover (total) MFIM 32

Non- life insurance 21

Life- insurance 11

Mediated insurance premiums in total MFIM 820 !й1|Ш1й
Non-life insurance 220

Life- insurance 600

to domestic companies 690

to foreign companies 130

Employees (total) 110

Registered insurance brokers 64

Source: Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön tilasto vakutuksenvälittäjistä

The table above shows the turnover and the mediated insurance 

premiums in total in Finland. Insurance premiums mediated by brokers 

can be divided into domestic insurance institutions and foreign insurance 

institutions, (see also Appendix 2)

Insurance mediated by insurance broker consists of the total premium 

~ Income paid by clients of insurance brokers to the insurance companies 

either directly or through an broker.

The premium income that has gone abroad consists mainly of voluntary 

life insurances. Instead, in non-life insurance the premiums income from 

insurances taken out through the insurance brokers went mainly to 

domestic insurance companies.
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At the end of 1996 total 110 persons were employed by companies 

carrying on insurance broking business. Of these 110 only 64 had been 

registered as insurance brokers and 46 were other personnel. (Ibid.)

4.1.1 Legislation

A deeper understanding of the occupation of an insurance broker begins 

with an understanding of Finnish Intermediaries' Act (Laki Vakuutuksen

välittäjistä) which came into force 1994. Before there was not any 

legislation concerning directly insurance intermediaries in Finland. The 

Ministry of Social Affairs and Health is entitled to impose dictates to the 

insurance brokers.

In Finland there is only one way to obtain authorization because only 

those intermediaries who are registered in the broker's register (which 

the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health maintain) can independently act 

as an intermediary of insurances. Otherwise they must act as a tied 

representatives or to be a company salesperson.

When the applicant is seeking registration from the Ministry he must 

inform, whether he is going to deal with general or life insurances, or 

both. Thus, he is allowed to deal with only those insurances stated in an 

application to the Ministry.

The Ministry of Social Affairs and Health also supervises brokers in 

Finland. If the intermediary company, its employee or any other 

registered individual

• breaks the Intermediaries' Act

• does not obey the rules or instructions of the Ministry
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• ceases to be “fit and proper persori'

the Ministry can then intervene to company's investment business. 

(Kontio 1994, 23)

4.1.2 Broker's Minimum Qualifications

There are several requirements for authorization in Finland. In order to 

obtain authorization a broker applicant must be a fit and proper person to 

carry on the stipulated investment business, e.g.

• applicant must be independent of insurance companies

• applicants reputation and character must be suitable, as the regulatory 

authority expects him to deal with the customers and with the authority 

honestly

• applicant must have a sufficient education and experience

• applicant must have a liability insurance

The applicant must at least be a college graduate and must also have 

studied insurance business sufficiently. The Insurance Broker's 

Examination (Vakuutusmeklaritutkinto) and The Insurance Examination 

(Vakuutustutkinto) are e.g. the kind of adequate studies.

Furthermore, the applicant must have at least four years experience in 

insurance business, which must be similar to a broker's job.
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4.2 Intermediaries

There are numerous ways to buy insurance. It is possible to walk into an 

office of an insurance company and buy an insurance or use an 

independent intermediary to get one. If an individual buys insurances by 

himself, he has to compare many products offered by several companies 

because policies and premiums differ a lot. To avoid this he can contact 

an independent intermediary, who will advice him of the most suitable 

insurances for his needs and help him to select the best terms available.

There are various types of insurance intermediaries available 

internationally; like e.g. insurance brokers, independent financial 

advisers, part-time agents, insurance consultants, Lloyd's brokers, tied 

agents and home service agents.

4.2.1 Broker as an Insurance Intermediary

The insurance broker is an agent with the limited authority to find an 

insurer willing to accept a transfer of the principal's risk. The broker 

works as an intermediary between a client and an insurance company 

(Figure 5). It is important to notice that the broker is the agent of the 

insurance applicant, not the insurance company. In the other words the 

broker's principal is the applicant.
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Figure 5. The Role of the Insurance Broker

ROLE OF THE INSURANCE BROKER = REPRESENTATIVE OF THE CUSTOMER

INSURANCE BROKER BRANCH OF A INSURANCE COMPANY

• Representative of a client

• Employed by a client

• Indepandent of insurance companies

• Products of all insurance companies 

available

• One report to a customer

• Representative of an insurance company

• Employed by an insurance company

• Follow strategies of insurance companies

• Products of one insurance company

• Every company has own reporting system

Source: Based on the Interviews

The role of the broker is very diverse compared to the traditional role of 

an insurance company and a client. When insurance company negotiates 

directly with its clients, there are only two parts negotiating. Thus, when a 

broker enters to the negotiating process, the client relationship turns into 

tridimensional.

Even though the broker is always the agent of the insurance applicant 

and the buyer of the insurances. He is also at the same time a 

distribution channel of insurance companies (Sundström 1994,8). Acting 

as a distribution channel which is one of the most important tasks of a 

broker.

Insurance brokers are especially useful in commercial insurance. 

Business firms often have unique property or liability exposures, or 

require insurance contracts written to their own specifications. In these 

cases, the broker can help write the specifications for the insurance or 

design the insurance program and then find an insurer willing to provide
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the coverage. Business firms often employ brokers when setting up their 

employee benefit plans, such as their group life and health insurance. 

(Dorfman 1994, 89) Most specific individual needs for an insurance can 

be met with standard coverages. On the other hand, in cases of people 

with poor driving records or substandard health, a broker's services may 

be required to find an insurer willing to accept the exposure.

Brokers are usually separated from other insurance intermediaries such 

as agents and consultants. Generally the insurance company is the 

principal employing or contracting the insurance agent. A significant 

detail is that the broker is always the agent of the insurance applicant, 

not the insurance company. If an insured informs the company's agent of 

all facts material to the risk to be transferred, the insured has 

simultaneously informed the insurance company. Under the law, the 

insured cannot be found quilty of concealment of material facts in this 

instance. Because of this legal technicality, it makes a difference it the 

consumer is dealing with an agent or a broker. (Dorfman 1994,86)

Internationally broking and consulting services are just subdivisions of 
the broker business. However, Sweden and Finland make the division 

between these two groups based on the grounds that consultants are 

remunerated by the client. (SVK:n Meklarityöryhmän mietintö 1990,2-3)

4.2.2 The Tasks and Responsibilities of the Insurance Broker

The insurance broker is an alternative to the company salesman and the 

client is his principal, not the insurance company. The primary role of an 

independent intermediary is to bring buyers and sellers together so that 

they can complete their transactions efficiently. In a market where every 

buyer know about every seller and every type of product sold there would
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be little need for intermediaries. But in many areas potential buyers and 

sellers know little about what is for sale or who is selling or buying and 

are prepared to pay an intermediary to provide such information. In 

insurance, the intermediary brings a potential policyholder into contact 

with the insurers for the purpose of effecting a contract of insurance.

The brokers' other tasks can consist, for example of:

(Kontio 1994,8)

• finding out the risks concerning the customer's business

• finding out what kind of insurance his customer needs

• advicing the customer about the types of insurances, or other things 

involved in insurance

• making requests for quotations to the different insurance companies 

and introducing the received quotations to the customer

• recommending an insurer and insurance policies

• sending the necessary details on to the insurer from the customer and 

other way round

• advising the customer to make a claim

An insurance broker has a dual responsibility. Firstly, to his client and 

secondly to the insurers with which he is dealing. The practical effect of 

this is that the broker must be totally honest and open with all parties with 

whom he is dealing whilst still retaining his negotiating skill. (BUBA 

1988,9)
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4.2.3 Remuneration and Commission

The brokers reward for the job done can be paid by an applicant or an 

insurance company. Internationally the common practise is that the 

insurance company pays the commission directly to the broker. In 

Finland this practise has not been established and thus brokers are very 

commonly also rewarded by the client. At the end, however, it is the 

insured who pays this remuneration by means of the premium to the 

insurer. This is a very common procedure especially in larger risk 

insurances, where the work done by the broker is not in correlation with 

the price and risk of the insurance. (Sundström 1994)

The broker earns a commission as a percentage of the premium charged 

the principal (insured) by the insurer. The commission paid varies 

between 15-18% of the insurance premium due to the type of insurance, 

the broker's duties and the amount of the premiums. (SVK:n 

meklarityöryhmän mietintö 1990,5)

If the broker approached two insurers charging different prices, and if all 

other factors were the same, such as the services offered by the insurers 

the principal's best interest would be served by the lower-cost insurer, 

whereas the broker's interest would best be met by the higher-cost 

alternative. Several factors encourage the broker to put the client's 

interest first including the broker's own integrity and desire to do a good 

job, the desire to maintain a good reputation, and the possibility of being 

sued for malpractise, fraud, or breach of duty if the truth is exposed. 

(Dorfman 1994,87)

According to the Intermediaries' Act the broker has to inform the 

customer if he gets any commission from the insurer. Furthermore, the
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broker must let the customer know the amount of the commission if the 

customer demands it.

There are no restrictions of how much the insurer or the customer can 

pay commission to the broker, if the broker purely acts as an 

intermediary of voluntary insurances. However, if the broker deals also 

with statutory insurances, the insurer can pay commission only in 

accordance to the general bases for calculation, which the Ministry of 

Social Affairs and Health has approved. For example, the commission of 

the TEL-basic cover insurance (the compulsory private sector 

employees' pension) is 1% of the advance premium 

(ennakkovakuutusmaksu), but not less than 25 FIM and not more than 

1,000 FIM per one insurance policy. Moreover, the insurer does not pay 

any commission at all, if the insurance policy has been transferred from 

another insurance company. (Kontio 1994,26)

4.3 Broker's Clients

To provide appropriate insurance advice it is essential that the broker 

understands the risks to which the client is exposed and that he 

recommends suitable policies to cover the risks. However, to insure 

against every risk is unnecessary or such insurance may not be arranged 

if the cost is beyond the resources of the client. (BUBA 1988,17)

If exposure to one particular risk would result in a loss of money, which 

could well be absorbed in the client's day-to-day finances, then no 

insurance may be required against the risk. Insurances may be taken, 

however, if the insurers provide additional services to the client which are 

value to him. These could include e.g. handling of claims in public liability 

cases or the provision of plant inspections in engineering policies. (Ibid.)
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What is important is that large losses are fully and properly covered. Vital 

is also communication between the broker and the client. The broker 

must fully understand the insurance policy terms and to be able to 

explain them clearly to his client. The broker must ensure that his client 

understands exactly what is and what is not covered by a policy.

Clients have very different insurance requirements and the broker's 

approach varies depending on the client group (Crockford 1986,19). 

According to Wiseman (1989, 38-39) there are three main levels of 

broker clients:

1. Large national and multinational companies

2. Small- and medium-sized companies
3. Individuals

Large national and multinational companies are definitely the brokers' 

major client group. Commonly large companies have their own risk 

managers who understands the organization's insurance needs and the 

opportunities in the insurance market. In this case the risk managers can 

do a small part of brokers work. On the other hand, as an outside

- consultant the broker tend to have different suggestions that have not

- been noticed inside the company. Moreover, the broker tend to have

- more extensive connections in the insurance market and can this way 

bring better results (Crockford 1986, 19-21).

The broker should match the requirements made by the risk manager by 

organizing and placing the coverage. Working for the multinationals 

brokers need an international structure of their own or correspondent 

brokers.
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Small and medium-sized companies do not usually have risk managers 

because of the lack of resources. Thus, the broker's role as an insurance 

advisor is emphasized and contacts are based on a personal 

relationship. Small- and medium-sized companies have propably the 

most future potential as their businesses continue to grow. The European 

integration has accelerated this process by providing a vast market area. 

In addition to the insurance requirements, this leads the broker to take 

into account the changing environment consisting of new consumers and 

different legislation concerning the companies. (Sundström 1994,14-15)

The third level in brokers' clients are individuals. In general individuals 

are considered to be the least meaningful for a broker. Generally, an 

individual is regarded as rather a passive insurance buyer. This is 

because an individual usually faces a difficult situation trying to find the 

best solution to his insurance problems out of abundance of too many 
similar choices. (Wiseman 1989, 38-39)

There are according to Golding (1980,217) six principal reasons for using 

the sen/ices of a broker from the client's perspective:

• Consultancy - to advice the client on the design, formation and 
maintenance of a sound insurance program.

• Market Selection - to locate sound insurers suitable for long term 

relationship with the client.

• Negotiating - to arrange the necessary insurance suitable capacity at 

terms equitable to both parties.

• Contact Supervision - to prepare or examine insurance contract 

wordings so that they express the intentions of the parties.
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• Administration - to oversee all transactions, handle collection of 

balances and obtain reimbursement of losses, to provide accounting 

and statistical procedures and to maintain records and statistics 

necessary for renewal negotiations.

• Independence - using a broker provides expert opinion that is not from 

the parties to the insurance contract.

There are, however, also distinctive disadvantages for the clients to use 

a broker. According to Richardson (1987,21) the close business 

relationship between the client and insurer may be lost or diminished. 

Furthermore, brokers can add cost and some brokers hold premiums too 

long, especially in times of high interest rates. Of course, there can also 

be a temptation for the client to become lazy when insurance 

negotiations are handled by his insurance broker.

In the future, brokers can achieve good results from individuals, 

especially in handling non-compulsory insurances. According to 

Wiseman (1989,36) due to the growth of big corporations' captive 

companies and self-insurance, individuals' role as a client group will 
increase.

4.4 Marketing of Insurance Broking

Traditionally marketing of insurance broking has not been very efficiently. 

Earlier there has not been a need for marketing in a large scale and the 

quality of the information has been inadequate compared to other 

industries (Moorman 1987,171). In the insurance market, the price of the 

insurance product has been basically the only criterion for competition, 

whereas quality or innovation have been of minor importance.
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Internationally have the traditional brokers had a good market positon 

and stable earnings and have used marketing mainly in the sense of 

adjusting to customers or market requirement changes. On the other 

hand, new brokers must have taken the advantage of modern marketing 

techniques, segmentation and product and service innovation to be able 

to get their share of the broking business (Moorman 1987,169)

According to Sundström (1994,12) new brokers have to decide what is 

the target group of the company and what is the service surplus that the 

company can offer to its clients.

4.4.1 Policy Renewal

Today's broking firms face a competitive market that is driven by a 

continual quest for product and price advantage. Especially firms that do 

business with bigger sector clients have to show additional benefits. One 

of the main differentiator is business excellence. Clients are not going to 

put up with inefficiency.

The supplier have to be able to consistently demonstrate the ability to 

identify clients's needs and meet them cost-effectively, while maintaining 

high-quality service. This way the firm will not only win new clients but 

also retain existing ones. (European Quality Award 1996,112-114)

Sedwick Europe Risk Services was the first insurance broker firm to 

adopt ISO 9000 on bigger scale and is still the only global broker to have 

adopted it comprehensively (European Quality Award 1996,112). The 

Finnish broker firms have also realized that there is a need to broaden
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the traditional view of insurance broking to more marketing orientation of 

product management.

Insurance broking has to be seen extensively. Attachments of the whole 

broker business can be presented as in Figure below from the product 

and service perspective.

Figure 6. Attachments of the Broker Concept

Differentation

Attention

Product Service

INSURANCE BROKER Human

Software Resource

Commission System for planning.steering

Utilization of Customer Information
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4.5 Future Broking Business

It seems clear that the boom in the insurance business continues as 

more companies expand abroad and laws change throughout Europe. 

Most of the U.S. multinational companies e.g. rely heavily on 

international brokers with worldwide networks for their expertise on 

insurance, law and language matters.

According to Wiseman (1989,38-39) the role of the broker will become 

more significant in the future due to two basic factors: namely, human 

factor and distribution factor. Clients will encounter a great number of 

possibilities and choices when looking for sufficient insurance coverage. 

The human factor can make the difference between various brokers 

because clients are likely to choose a broker that offers the best service 

besed on personal needs. Secondly, the distribution of financial services 

is of great importance, increasing the value of the product which can be 

considered a primary task of a broker.

In the U.K, where the broking business is very large, formerly the 

industry's added value was the extent and quality of its contacts with the 

insurer and therefore, its greater ability to advise on types of cover, 

negotiate better terms and locate quality carriers in periods of capacity 

shortage. However, the desire of insureds to get better value for money, 

partly borne out of the shortcomings of underwriters, had led to major 

structual changes in the market, many of which depend on reducing the 

involvement of the broker in traditional risk transfer transactions. 

(Insurance Monthly 08/1995)

Moreovar, in a highly competitive environment, insurance brokers, in 

common with intermediaries everywhere, are being squeezed between
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the need to provide new and costly services for clients, and the need to 

fend off price attacks from competitors.

There are brokers who obstinately see tremendous opportunities arising 

from the forecasted 5% a year premium growth in the world over the next 

five to ten years of and in the phenomenal premium growth in e.g. Brazil 

and China and the continued fast expansion predicted in these and other 

developing markets. Brokers looking for future opportunities will not be 

overwhelmed by the difficult USA, Japan and European markets but 

concerned to get the most of the rapid and sustained global premium 

growth which is expected for decades to come in other emerging 

markets. (Ibid.)

The strategic management consultancy Datamonitor, has carried out 

research which shows that today's small and emerging markets will 

account for nearly half of the world's total direct premium income in 25 

years time. According to Datamonitor the developing countries with their 

rapid growth and low insurance penetration appear full of opportunities. 

(Insurance Montly 08/1995)

Historically, governments in developing economies around the world 

have been cautious about liberalising their insurance legislation. 

However, international circumstances are changing and the World Trade 

Organisation, along with a number of regional trade bodies, is 

encouraging an unprecedented level of international co-operation 

between multinational insurers and developing domestic insurance 

industries. All these adds up to considerable opportunities for insurance 

brokers.

About 80% of the registered insurance broking companies in Finland 

have an international cooperation partner. Thus, the most insurance
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(Kauppalehti Extra 13.3.1996, 15)
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Figure 7. Future Development

The meaning of service and professional know-how becomes more significant

Foreign competition increases

Market share of insurance brokers grow FUTURE

Source: Based on Interviews

4.6 Response from Questionnaire

Out of 25 questionnaires 17 were answered and sent back. This leads to 

response rate of 68 per cent. This percentage is quite high and reflects 

the activeness of the broking firms. The insurance brokers are eager to 

develop the business.

Generally, the questionnâmes were very well filled out. Only one 

questionnaire was rejected from the total amount of the received 

responses, because it was filled so that is was difficult to understand 

what was actually meant.
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In order to get the best results out of the questionnâmes they were 

studied carefully and counted together. Tables 4 and 5 shows the main 

results.

Table 4 shows that the experience of the Finnish insurance brokers is 

very high. As the task of an insurance intermediary is to aid his principal 

to purchase insurance that, as much as possible, corresponds to the 

client's insurance needs, broker has to have a wide know-how of the 

entire insurance industry.

Most of the Finnish insurance broking businesses are small employing 

only one or two brokers. The majority of the brokers are members of the 

Finnish Insurance Brokers' Association and in the most cases, the 

business activity of intermediating in insurance is carried out within the 

framework of a limited company.

The most concerning factor is how poorly customers know what an 

insurance broker does. Not long time ago, it was not possible for 

insurance intermediaries to operate in Finland, as insurance 

undertakings had so called procurement agreements which meant that 

insurance only could be sold through the undertakings' own employees 

or their agents. One of the main purpose of the Finnish Intermediaries 

Act was to clarify that it would be possible to acquire insurance from 

insurance brokers and at the same time that it established requirements 

that are important from a client's point of view, for the activity of 

intermediating in insurance.
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Table 4. The Results of the Questionnâmes 1

1. EXPERIENCE IN THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY
under 10 years 2

10-14 6

15-20 5

over 20 4

n=17

2. HOW MANY INSURANCE BROKERS ARE EMPLOYED IN YOUR FIRM ?
1 insurance broker 8

2 4

3 1

4 2

more than 4 2

T\c

3. HOW WELL CUSTOMERS KNOW WHAT INSURANCE BROKER DOES
very well 0

fairly well 0

a little 4

poorly 8

hardly all 5

n=17

Table 5 shows that in the cooperation of an insurance broking firm and a 

client, professional skills of the contact person and surplus value to both 

businesses, are the most important factors. Questionnaire also pointed 

out that a good broker-client relationship prevails in a situation where a 

broker understand client's business and is trying to help run the business 

better reducing the risk exposure, instead of trying to sell some product.
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On the other hand, reachability of a contact person was very important 

but, long-term personal contacts and recovery of the business profitability 

were minor factors.

Table 5. The Result of the Questionnâmes 2

1. Good Cooperation 4.25

2. Professional skills of Contact Person 4.5

3. Visiting Density of Contact Person 3.0

4. Reachability of Contact Person 4.75

5. Recovery of the Business Profitability 2.25

6. Mutual Influence Possibilities 3.0

7. Long-term Personal Contacts 2.75

8. Surplus Value to both Businesses 4.5

9. Economic Advantage 4.0

4.7 Interpreting the Interviews

As mentioned before, four interviews were conducted in order to gain 

support to the questionnaire. Appendix 4 shows the model for the 

interviews. The main questions concerned the interviewees branch of the 

industry, and how they saw the development in the broking business both 

in Finland and internationally. An important aspect was also the 

marketing orientation of the insurance broking firms.

All interviewees were among the key personnel of the companies, usually 

the managing director of the comapny. The length of each interview 

varied from an hour to 1.5 hours and they were mainly held during the
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autumn 1997. One pilot interview to test the interview form was held on 

April 1997.

Each interview followed the model for the interview (Appendix 4) Usually 

interviews were started by an open question, at which point the 

respodents were able to raise opinions. All companies were willing to be 

interviewed and understood the importance of the opinions and ideas. All 

interviews were conducted in Finnish and thus there were no language 

barriers.

The main conclusion of the interviews is that the expertise in Finland is 

carried on the shoulders of only few insurance brokers. Professionals of 

insurance business are usually aged and they have stable job in an 

insurance company. Starting a broker business means extensive 

investment, authority supervision, establishment of database and above 

all long working days. The variation of expertise and knowledge is great. 

Most of insurance brokers and corporare risk managers have left an 

insurance company to become indepandent entrepreneurs and have 

acquired their knowledge from practical experience.

All of the interviewed companies were members of the Association of 

Finnish Insurance Brokers. Many of the interviewees pointed out the 

benefit of being a member of the association. The benefits include e.g. 

direct communication contact with other members of the association and 

the possibility to receive information on events in the fields of risk 

management and security. One manager described:

“Of course, it is important to belong to the Association of 

Finnish Insurance Brokers, but in reality it has been difficult
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to tell how much value the company gets from the 

information received.”

“ With little money one can not get much”

Surprisingly, all of the companies agreed that customers did not know 

what an insurance broker really does. The question was asked both 

interviews and in the questionnaire. Answers were “a little”, “poorlÿ' or 

“hardly at all”.

On the other hand, companies were also asked about their marketing 

activities. It was very interesting to find out that very few companies were 

engaged in marketing activities. The following examples were expressed:

“Bush radio is the most effective marketing tool for us”

“ Work itself is the best quarantee of reputation”

“We do only direct marketing”

Many of the Finnish insurance companies are so small that they usually 

have enough customers to handle by themselves, but not enough 

resources to expand. On the other hand, shortage of professionals in 

insurance business has slowed down the growth in Finnish broking 

business.

The ideal situation is to provide local service on a global basis. This is 

done by being an official correspondent in Finland for an international 

insurance broking company. This way international companies can get
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local service in Finland when they are e.g. establishing a subsidiary to 

Finland. The Finnish broker company can provide the expertise and full 

service of the social and regulatory environment in Finland. These 

include e.g. risk management services, claims handling and support, loss 

prevention etc.

The importance of product development and innovation came out from 

the discussions with the managers quite often. Environment risk 

management and many liability problems give many fruitful opportunities 

for innovation. Globally, many giant insurance broking houses offer 

already a wide range of environmental risk management and consultancy 

services, sometimes backed by technical support.

These risk management services include e.g.

• Environmental audits

• Pre-acquisition and pre-divestment environmental risk analysis

• Technical analysis and reporting of environmental risk for insurance 

broking and investment purposes

• Environmental policy construction

Many Finnish broking companies has realized that in the future 

environmental aspect will be grater and lots of innovation and expertise is 

needed in order to face this challenge. The developed view of insurance 

broking will stress the environmental and safety issues. The clients want 

to buy a whole range of services from the same insurance broker, which 

is the main thrust of business excellence. In the future, many companies 

will compete by adding value to their services. Many managers pointed 

out that:
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“Providing an insurance or risk managemant solution to a 

client's problem is very different from selling insurances”

“Customers want to have services like, establishment and 

administration of international insurance programs and 

different pension analysis”

Many interviewees pointed out the important role of insurance companies 

in the development of the insurance broking business. The Finnish 

insurance market is characteristically oligarchic, as it is dominated by 

only a few strong actors. Compared to Sweden, where the development 

of the broking business has been much faster. In Finland, the insurance 

institutions have financed many large corporations and thus direct 

contact between the client and the Finnish insurance institutions lasts 

longer and is tighter than without the financing element (Talouselämä 

33/1993,9)

When the insurance brokers started actively work in the Finnish 

insurance business, the insurance companies did not know how to 

actually react to them. At first, insurance brokers were considered as 

competitors to insurance companies. Now later on, companies have 

learned to deal with the insurance brokers and bigger insurance 

companies have established special counters for insurance brokers. This 

way all brokers are in contact with this one organization in an insurance 

company and not every time with different employee.

Now the insurance brokers are seen to be competing with the area 

offices. One of the biggest challenges of the insurance broking industry is 

to market themselves to clients. Clients have to know the benefits they 

can attain by using brokers. At first, brokers have to inform public and try
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to make as clear difference to other intermediaries in the market (e.g. 

consultant, agent etc.). One source of confusion is that some sales 

representatives of insurance companies work as entrepreneur using 

business name and thus giving a picture of independency to the public. 

Consultants do not often have liability insurances, which are obligatory to 

insurance brokers. Thus, in the worst scenario, the client can be left 

without the compensation, when the consultant has done a mistake.

Figure 8. Strengths of Insurance Broker and Insurance Company

STRENGTHS OF INSURANCE
BROKER

STRENGTHS OF INSURANCE
COMPANY

• Customer confidence • Service network

• Complete knowledge of markets • Financial resources

• Independence • Production system

• Innovation • Risk management

Source: Based on Interviews

In the future, the meaning of service and professional know-how is 

considered to become more significant. Today, one of the biggest 

problems in the Finnish insurance broking business is the uneven 

professional know-how.

According to many interviewees tripartite cooperation with client, 

insurance broker and insurance company, needs to be better what it is 

today. Division of labor has to be more precise in the future. In other 

words, it has to be clearly agreed, what is everyone's responsibility in 

tripartite cooperation.
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In the future, the competition of “good” risks are risks that are profitable 

and controllable by the company. A good example of “bad riskd’ is that 

some insurance companies do not insure timber mills or congregation 

which has timber churches. Many interviewees also pointed out that the 

market share of insurance brokers will grow as they come more known to 

the public. Of course, insurance brokers have to show, as they have 

never had to show before, additional benefits to their customers. This 

requests brokers ability to identify client's needs and meet them cost- 

effectively. One interviewed manager said:

‘Todays's clients do not tolerate Inefficiency”

“Finnish insurance broking companies do not know, how add 

value to its services. Providing an insurance or risk 

management is totally different from selling insurance 

policies”

The insurance broker has to understand clients' problems of trying to 

reduce the risk exposure. The traditional insurance broking is acting as a 

middleman to transfer risk and strives usually to form partnerships and 

providing an all-encompassing risk management service. More advanced 

insurance broking gives an opportunity to demonstrate to clients that by 

understanding that risk, exposure can be reduced and even in some 

cases avoided. Of course, more complex problems call to more tailored 

and sophisticated solutions.

What came out of the interviews was that even major Finnish 

corporations have been quite slow in identifying not only the insurance 

costs but everything else associated with the cost of risk. For these 

corporations the fee charged by the insurance broking firms is not the
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most important factor. More important is the service they get and the 

brokers ability to respond to clients requirements.
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4.7 Validity and Reliability

Validity

Validity is the ability to measure exactly what was intented to be 

measured. In other words, the measured concept should correspond with 

the reality. According to Uusitalo (1991,84-86) validity is used in the 

context of a quantitative research but a related requirement still exists in 

the qualitative research. Also the theoretical and empirical definitions 

must be in connection.

However, Yin (1989) emphasizes the importance of validity in case 

studies and defines three different categories of the term validity: 

construct, internal, and external validity. Construct validity refers to the 

inadequacy to develop sufficiently operational set of measures and to the 

use of subjective judgments in collecting the data. Internal validity refers 

to the researcher's ability to interpret certain events and to draw 

judgments between two causal events. The main question is, has the 

researcher made the right conclusions. Finally, external validity is related 

to the generalization of the research results. Question like, how it is 

possible that by investigating one case it is assumed that the same 

results could be find in other cases as well, should be asked.

In this research the construct validity has been taken into account in 

constructing the questionnaire and formulation of the interview questions. 

Internal validity is well taken into account because the researcher has 

working experince in the insurance industry and knows the research field 

quite well.
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Grönfors (1982, 174-175) considers the study externally valid, when the 

informants have answered truthfully and the researcher has described 

the situation as it is and drawn the right conclusions. The discussions of 

the questionnaire and the interviews in sections 4.7 and 4.8 also serves 

the validity of the study.

Reliability

Reliability means that the same results are reached when the 

measurement is repeated. There exists a requirement for consisistency 

in the measurement. However, several researchers familiar with 

qualitative studies argue, that the value of e.g. case studies is in their 

uniqueness, and therefore reliability in the traditional sense of replicability 

is pointless in these studies (e.g. Janesick 1994,217). In the qualitative 

research in question it is understood as requirement to be able to repeat 

the analysis. According to Uusitalo (1991,84) the researcher when 

studying the material has to obey certain uniform categorization and 

interpretation rules. Uusitalo writes that the goal of a scientific research is 

to reach an objective truth, meaning different researchers should end up 

with similar results even though their study methods may differ.

It is difficult to evaluate if the study could be replicated and the same 

results achieved. The empirical part of the study should have been 

replicated simultaneously with the original one and it has to be conducted 

by a researcher with similar experince.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The following chapter summarizes the study and chapter 5.2 presents the 

conclusions and managerial implications for insurance broking business 

in Finland.

5.1 Summary of the Study

The aim of this research work was to outline the Finnish insurance 

broking business and examine how the broking business can add value 

to its services. The is no academic studies done from the business area 

and this way it is very important to get a picture of the industry.

The questionnaire was planned and sent to 25 insurance broking 
companies in order to get information. The researcher conducted four 

interviews in order to get a better insight to the study area.

The theoretical framework was built in chapter 2. First insurance industry 

was introduced and then service business characteristics were outlined. 

In order to get a deeper picture of the research area, professional service 

characteristics were studied. Marketing of services and risk management 

helped to outline the theoretical framework for the study. As a result of 

the whole theoretical part a “path of development” was built.

The empirical part of the study was introduced in chapter 4. First, the 

working environment of the Finnish insurance brokers were described. 

Then the broker was compared with a branch of a an insurance 

company. Also the marketing of insurance broking services and the 

future developments were discussed in this chapter. At the end of the 

chapter 4, the responses from interviews and questionnâmes were
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discussed. Finally, the chapter 5 presents the summary of the study and 

conclusions focusing on the results of the empirical part.

5.2 Conclusions

The questionnaire and interviews gave very important new information for 

the study. The traditional role of the broker as purchasing insurance and 

advising on general loss control is becoming less significant. The 

customers are now looking for specialist, professional and objective 

advice in order to evaluate liabilities arising from businesses and the 

most cost-effective long term method of transferring those risks. The 

professional know-how of an insurance broker was felt to be very 

important in the questionnaire.

A more advanced product viewpoint takes into account also service, 

quality and communication aspects of insurance broking. The insurance 

broker will use his market knowledge, contacts and clout to obtain the 

best quote from an insurer. Unsurprisingly, brokers will switch to a fee 

basis in keeping with a new role as objective insurance adviser.

However, as the broker's so called transactional value declined, the 

broker is forced to provide a more complete service in an other main area 

of jurisdiction, namely loss control. Customers interests and worries are 

now changing because liability problems are nowadays of primary 

concern.

The role of the insurance broker will change to become more as a 

consultant. This chance will be in same cases quite difficult because of 

the difficulty to overlap corporate risk manager which causes the risk 

manager to view brokers as a competitor. Moreover, there is also the
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convincing experts in chemical or pharmaceutical plant risks etc.
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Furthermore, the most promising development for the insurance broking 

industry is outsourcing corporate risk management departments to 

brokers. Of course, there is always the danger of that big international 

insurance brokerage houses will get the deals, but on the other hand 

many Finnish insurance broking companies are in close cooperation with 

them. Many smaller insurance brokers are official correspondents in 

Finland for international giants. These companies can provide local 

service on a global basis.

In the future, broking companies have to recognize also the need for 

sustainable development and commit to good environmental practise in 

the provision of advice through insurance services. It is important to 

make customers to recognize the need for pro-active environmental risk 

management and responsible operation by encouraging and assisting 

customers to identify and manage their environmental exposure and to 

set and achieve international environmental objectives.

The Finnish insurance broking companies can lessen their dependence 

on the cyclical nature of traditional insurance broking income by 

increasing theirTee-based consultancy activities. Of course, the risk 

management consultancy will also become more important factor in the 

future. The ideal broking company will increase value for its clients, 

shareholders and collegues through quality, service, innovation and 

profitable investment.

Finally, it has been very rewarding to study the Finnish insurance broking 

business. All the people were very friendly and motivated to help in



gathering new information from this new and challenging branch of
insurance.



APPENDIX 1

Insurance Brokers on 31.12.1996

The official name of

the insurance broker

Year of

registration

Domicile Registered

insurance

brokers

Oy Actual Risk Service Ltd. 1995 Helsinki 1

Aon Finland 1994 Helsinki 12

Oy Baltic Insurance Brokers Ab 1995 Helsinki 1

Benefit Brokers Ab 1995 Helsinki 1

Consult Oy Finn Risk Ab 1995 Helsinki 3

The Credit Insurance Association Limited 1996 Great Britain 1

Finib Oy 1995 Helsinki 4

Oy Global Assurance Finland Ltd. 1996 Helsinki 1

Helsingin Vakuutuspalvelu Oy 1994 Helsinki 3

Innobrokers Oy 1995 Oulunsalo 1

Interbrokers Life Oy 1995 Espoo 1

Interbrokers Oy 1995 Espoo 6

Lantto Erkki 1995 Kerava 1

Oy Lowndes Lambert Finland Ltd. 1995 Helsinki 4

Masa Brokers Ky 1995 Espoo 1

Minet Firstbrokers Oy 1995 Helsinki 5

Rautatammi Oy 1995 Helsinki 2

Oy Risk Consult Ab 1996 Vaasa 2

Safenet Oy 1996 Kuopio 1

Sedgwick Oy 1995 Helsinki 4

Spear, Gulland & Co. Ltd. Oy 1995 Helsinki 2

Traff ord 1995 Helsinki 1

U nibro Sijoituspalvelut Oy 1994 Helsinki 1

Vakuutusmeklarit Risto Sihvola Oy 1995 Kouvola 1

Vakuutusvälitys Arktia Ky 1995 Rovaniemi 1

Willis Corroon Oy Ab 1995 Helsinki 2

WVP Versichernngs-Vermittlungs 1995 Helsinki 1

-Gesellschaft m.b.H

TOTAL 64

Source: Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön tilasto vakuutuksenvälittäjistä, 
1997



APPENDIX 2

Insurance Premiums Mediated by Insurance Brokers in Total (FIM 1000) 
1.1- 31.12.1996

The official name of the Fa domestic Fa faeign Total
insurance broker insurance institutions insurance inst.

Oy Actual Risk Service Ltd. 26 417 0 26 417
Aon Finland

Oy Baltic Insurance Brokers Ab

Benefit Brokers Ab

Consult Oy Finn Risk Ab

The Credit Insurance Association Limited

Finib Oy

Oy Global Assurance Finland Ltd. 

Helsingin Vakuutuspalvelu Oy 

Innobrokers Oy 

Interbrokers Life Oy 

Interbrokers Oy 

Lantto Erkki

Oy Lowndes Lambert Finland Ltd.

Masa Brokers Ky 

Minet Firstbrokers Oy 

Rautatammi Oy 

Oy Risk Consult Ab 

Safenet Oy 

Sedgwick Oy

Spear, Gulland & Co. Ltd. Oy 

Traff ord

Unibro Sijoituspalvelut Oy 

Vakuutusmeklarit Risto Sihvola Oy 

Vakuutusvälitys Arktia Ky 

Willis Corroon Oy Ab 

WVP Versicherungs-Vermittlungs 

-Gesellschaft m.b.H

105 927 32 037 137 964

6 820 2 170 8 990

0 0 0

49 430 1 122 50 552
0 5 833 5 833
10 550 6 431 16 981
62 0 62

180 510 0 180 510
0 0 0

81 323 3 240 84 563
33 200 12 696 45 896
98 0 98

13 118 0 13 118

3 566 170 3 736
109 759 953 110 712
576 3 904 4 480

0 0 0
1 550 0 1 550
17 098 1 540 18 638

1 200 165 1 365
1 575 47 651 49 226
4 519 17 871 22 390
6 040 1 897 7 937
2 896 0 2 896
37 959 1 801 39 760
0 0 0

TOTAL 694 192 139 481 833 673

Source: STM:n tilasto vakuutuksenvälittäjistä, 1997



APPENDIX 3

Commissions and Fees Received from Insurers and Principals in Total
1.1 - 31.12.1996 (FIM 1000)
The official name of the 
insurance broker

Non-life
insurance

Life
insurance

Total

Oy Actual Risk Service Ltd. 805 12 817
Aon Finland 3 271 1 889 5 160
Oy Baltic Insurance Brokers Ab 845 0 845
Benefit Brokers Ab 0 0 0
Consult Oy Finn Risk Ab 1 054 64 1 118
The Credit Insurance Association Limited 595 0 595
Finib Oy 166 1 740 1 906
Oy Global Assurance Finland Ltd. 0 83 83
Helsingin Vakuutuspalvelu Oy 1 495 27 1 522
Innobrokers Oy 0 0 0
Interbrokers Life Oy 0 2 959 2 959
Interbrokers Oy 4 727 0 4 727
Lantto Erkki 5 0 5
Oy Lowndes Lambert Finland Ltd. 3 080 0 3 080
Masa Brokers Ky 109 55 164
Minet Firstbrokers Oy 1 862 138 2000
Rautatammi Oy 11 306 317
Oy Risk Consult Ab 0 0 0
Safenet Oy 57 0 57
Sedgwick Oy 1 364 130 1 494
Spear, Gulland & Co. Ltd. Oy 145 0 145
Trafford 0 2 524 2 524
U nibro Sijoituspalvelut Oy 313 1 381 1 694
Vakuutusmeklarit Risto Sihvola Oy 375 51 426
Vakuutusvälitys Arktia Ky 27 14 41
Willis Corroon Oy Ab 1 062 17 1 079
WVP Versicherungs-Vermittlungs 0 0 0
-Gesellschaft m.b.H

TOTAL 21 367 11 390 32 757
Lähde: Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön tilasto vakuutuksenvälittäjistä, 
1997



APPENDIX 4

Interview Questions

1. Background information on the company (history, staff etc..)

2. Background information on the market (customer base: who? where?)

3. Has the company any international cooperation partner ?

4. Is the company engaged in any marketing activities?

5. Do the Finnish insurance broking companies sufficiently cooperation ?

6. What is the most important surplus value what the insurance broker can 
offer to clients ?

7. How well customers know what insurance broker does ?

8. What kind of thoughts do you have about the future ?



APPENDIX 5

QUESTIONNAIRE INSURANCE BROKERS

1. Experience in the insurance industry ? ______years

2. How many Insurance Brokers are employed in your firm ?

3. How well customers know what Insurance Broker does ?

very fairly a little poorly hardly
well well all

4.What is the most important surplus value what the Insurance Broker can offer to clients ?

5.What marketing activities your firm employs ?

6.Do the Finnish Insurance Broking firms sufficiently cooperation ?

How important are in the cooperation of the insurance broking firm and the client following 
propositions :

Circle the most appropriate alternative.

Very Fairly A little Hardly No 
important important meaning any meaning 
______________________________meaning________

1 Good Cooperation
2 Professional skills of contact person
3 Visiting density of contact person
5 Recovery of business profitability
6 Mutual influence possibilities
7 Long-term personal contacts
8 Surplus value to both businesses
9 Economic advantage
10 Other element, which ?__________

5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1

Thank You for Your assistance. Please feel free to add any additional comments.



APPENDIX 6

LETTER OF AUTHORITY

This is to authorize the insurance broker to act as our representative 
concerning matters of insurance.

1. CLIENT

Name

Address

Telephone, Telefax, Identity number

2. INSURANCE BROKER

Name

Address

Telephone, Telefax, Identity number

3. THE SCOPE OF AUTHORIZATION

3.1 The insurances to be authorized 

Yes No

___ ___ All insurances

________All insurances except the following



The following insurances

3.2 The extent of authorization 

Yes No

Making a risk assessment, an insurance plan and 
quotation requests, furthermore:
• informing client on insurance matters
• delivery of all information needed for quotation to 

insurance companies

The continuous attention to insurance matters including 
the following:
• loss prevention matters
• information on insurance matters
• delivery of relevant information to the insurance 

company in order to make insurance contracts
• binding, changing and canceling of insurance contracts
• receipt of insurance documents, invoices and other 

information from insurance companies on behalf of the 
client

• assistance to client in loss handling and receipt of claim 
settlement decisions

Remittance of premiums

Transmission of claim settlements

Approval of claims settlements

Following matters:



4. PERIOD OF AUTHORIZATION

Continuous 

Until / _

5. COMMISSION FOR THE INSURANCE BROKER

The client proposes that the insurance company pays commission to 
the insurance broker as follows:

Yes No

___ ___ From all insurances

________From all insurances except the following

From the following insurances

6. RIGHT TO ACQUIRE AND RECEIVE INFORMATION FROM INSURANCE 
COMPANIES

The insurance broker has the right to acquire and receive all necessary 
information needed in order to fulfill the assignment.

Place Date

Client's official signature
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